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Abstract : İn the present paper an attempt was ınade to determine
the coeffioient of space absorption in the direction of the PerseusmovİDg
group. The opinion of Smart is confirmed that the group is not a moving 
cluster. For a a value of a = 0,00103 mag/parsec is obtained. The absolute 
magnitudes resulting from the method appKed in this paper seem to be over- 
estimated. The main uncertainty in the values of the absorption coefficient 
and of the absolute magnitudes is due to imperfect knowledge of the mean 
space velocity of the stars under consideration. The main conciusion is that 
the method for the determination of a as developed in a previous paper 
promised to lead to good results.

* * *
özet: Bu makalede, hareket eden Perseus grubu istikametinde, uzay 

absorpsiyon katsayısın tayin etmSğe teşebbüs edilmiştir. Smart’ın grubun 
hareket eden bir grup olmadığı hakkındaki fikri teyid edilir, a için a=0,00J0â 
mag/parsek değeri elde edilir. Bu makalede tatbik edilen metoddan çıkan 
mutlak kadirler fazla tahmin edilmiş olarak görülürler. Absorpsiyon katsayısı 
ve mutlak kadir değerlerindeki ballıca belirsizlik tetkik edilen yıldızlar için 
ortalama uzay hızı hakkındaki bilgimizin mükemmel olmamasından ileri gelir 
Elde edilen esas netice; a ma tayini için evvelki makalede geliştirilen meto
dun iyi neticeler vereceğini göstermesidir.

§ 1. Introduction

The parallaxes derived from the proper motions of members 
of movingf clusters are among the most reliable we have at our
disposal. Apart from the movîng clusters for which a common
space velocity has been firmly established, there are several 
groups of stars which to a certain extent seem to have a com- 
mon space velocity, but for which it is doubtful vvhether they 
can be considered as a moving cluster. İn such cases we may
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have to deal with a group of stars chosen from a wide field
on the basis of their apparently nearly parallel proper motions. 
İn such cases the trve space velocities may be different . both 
in magnitude and direction. This implıes that the selection has 
been performed in an erroneous way so that the distances which 
are derived from the spurious group motion may systematically
be in error. If in reality tke stars are not interrelated, a num-
ber of nearby stars mıy have been incIuJed of which actualiy 
the velocity component in the direction of the supposed Apex
is only s mail. At the same time a number of distant stars may
have been inciuded, having a large component of their space 
velocity in this same direction. If afterwards on the basis of 
the supposed common space velocity parallaxes are assigned to 
the individuai stars, these parallâxes may be affected by syste- 
matic errors. For the nearby stars the distance will be overra- 
ted while that of the distant stars is underrated.

One of the probably spurious groups which has extensively
been discussed is the well known Perseus group. It was first
noted independently by Eddington[*] and Boss^] who assigned 
16 B type stars to the ciuster. Later Rasmusson f] added a 
further list of 29 stars while more recently 2 further stars were 
added by Smart[^]. The latter author made an extensive and
critical examination of the proper motions of the supposed group 
members. His conciüsions are that the radial velocity criterion 
rules out a considerable proportion of the stars as members of
a possible ciuster, that his results are not definitely conciusive 
as to the real kinematicaFcharacteristics of the investigated stars 
and finally that possibly a small nucleus of the stars may form a 
moving ciuster. The parallaxes which he derives from the group 
motion and the resulting absolute magnitudes seem to be con- 
sistent with the commpnly adopted values. When his parallaxes 
are compared with the spectroscopic ones it appears that the 
ratios « spec : m eal systematically depend on the distance of 
the stars considered. In seetion 2 this point will be considered 
in some detail. Obviously from the conciüsions dravvn by Smart 
it could be anticipated that such might be the case. The spec
troscopic parallaxes may have been falsified by either the influ* 
ence of interstellar absorption or by an error in the zero point or 
eventually by a combination of the two effects. It may there- 
fore be worth while to reconsider the motions of this group of 
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stars, using a different -nrethcd in whîch the inflüence of ab- 
sorptioB is taken into Bccount. This is the subjfct of the pre- 
sent paper.

§ 2. ComparisoD of the different parallaxes

For applying the method to be used in the preşent paper it
is esşential only to use a group of stars of sufficient homoge- 
neity, that is to say a group of stars with a relatively small
range both in spectral type and in absolute magnitude. How- 
ever, when comparing the spectroscopic parallaxes with the pa- 
rallaxes which Smart has computed from the supposed group 
motion, no such restrîctions need to be applied. Therefore, for
ali stars in the group for which values of both parallaxes are
available, the spectroscopic parallaxes have been plotted against 
the corresponding calculated parallaxes.

The result appears in figüre 1. From the figüre it is appa- 
rent that the individual points are not scattered along the
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Fijr. 1. Mean relation between the observed parallaxes and those 
calculated from group motion.

straight line n = «e which in the figüre has been indicated by
a full drawn line. Instead of this the points seem roughly to be
scattered along the dotted line which has a different slope. in
the numerical valuçs of the raties there is therefore a de- 
fipitjB teındancy to dacrease with increasing distance. This majr 
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be taken directly to confirm the conciusions drawn by Smart, 
but this implies that his calculated parallaxes are affected by 
systematic errors On the other hand, neither the şpectroscbpic 
p3rallaxes can be supposed to be free from systematic errors 
resulting from the effect of the interstellar absorption and a 
possible error ip the determination of the zero point which may 
have resulted from this absorption. In the following it has been 
tried to find the corrections which on both accounts are to be 
applied to the spectroscopic parallaxes.

§ 3. Relations for determinin^ the influence of 
interstellar absorption

In order to have a homogeneous grpup of stars, in the fol- 
Iowing computations only the B type tpembers of the Perseus 
group have been inciuded. The methpd which is applied is a 
slight modification of one of those whîch have been considered 
in a recent paper [®]. It will be supposed that the relation 
between the true distance r and the distance y derived from 
the spectroscopic parallax is given by r = y == y {iay} 
where the latter approximation is adequate for small distances.
Obviously the coefficient
commonly used value

a —a{y) is closely related to the
a (r). It is evidept that a can only assume

negative values. If the necessary corrections hcve been applied 
to the observed values of Vr , and pg the relations between 
the compohents of the space velocity of the sun, that of the 
group velocity and the observed valueş are given by : <

- Vr® + Vrp - { Vr - y R{l,b) - ay-^ -> • ■ •
— "Va® +Vap = {KyPa,4-Ky^aPot}
-Vö® +Vgp=={KiZPs+Kg^ap5}

•(1)
•12)
•(3)

Here R stands for the correction for differential galactic 
rotation R = A sin2(/—/j) and K = 4.74.

For the present no corrections for differential galactic rota- 
tion have been applied to and .

If the members of the Perseus group have a common space 
velocity, the terms which appear on the left hand side of the 
equations (1), (2) and (2) must be a constant. Therefore, these 
equations can be reduced to a much simpler form ;
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X, - V„ + «A, ; X2 - v; + aK, and Kg Vs + «Ag • • ■ (4)

and each star of the group will give a 
form (4).

set of equations of the

V,
tions and consequently Xı,

Vs and Ag are known froı» the observa-
Xg and a can be obtained from

a least squares solution. Although the normal equations are 
well known and are not of great importance, they are stili gi
ven here for future reference :

[V;]=[l]X,-[A,]a 
[AyR] = [AJ-[A?]a

[Vk] =[l]Xg-[AJfl
[AgV;] = [Ag]Xg-[Ana

[Vs] -[l]Xg - [Ag]a 

[VsAg] = [Ag] Xg-[A?] q

(5)

R 5 A 1 > v;, Ag,
X 2 )

It should be noticed that Vx is lineair in g, Ag depends on
the second power of g, Ag Va. 
Ag^ on g\

on the third power of g and

When considering the equations 1 — 5, it is evident that no 
good results can bs expected unless the terms — VrQ + Vrjd ; 
— VaQ + Vpx and — Vg g + Vgp are really constant.

Due to the way the stars have been selected, this at least 
approximately may be the case with the tangential velocities. 
On the other hand from the conciusions given by Smart it may
be inferred that with the radial velocities this condition may
not be fulfilled. As is seen from the relation (1) the determina-
tion of a actually amounts to findin^ the variation of a diffe-
rential term which in itself is already small. Therefore the ex- 
pectancy of the residual term in Xı is relatively so large that 
no value can be attached to the solution for a obtained from 
the radial velocity, especially because the number of stars which 
is available is rather small. On the other hand any possible ab- 
sorption will direcfly affect the computed values of the tangen- 
tial velocities, so that it should be possible to detect this ef- 
feçt.
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§ 4. The determination of the numerîcal value of a-

İn table 1 ali data needed for the solution have been col- 
lected. The number in the first colupon is the rotation number 
of the star in the list collected by Smart (l.c. table 3). The 
second column contains the distance y as derived from the 
spectroscopic parallax and which therefore is based on the ob
served difference M — m The third column contains the radial
velocity Vr This value Vr is obtaii)ed from the observed va-
lue of the radial velocity by applying the cohstant correction 
for the K term, in this case 5 Km/sec. and the correction for 
differential rotation yR(Z,6). Next the numerical values of ^ Aj;
Vr; A,/1O and (A,/10)2 are given. İn the same way the neces-
sary data for the tangential velocities have been entered in the 
successive columns of the table. İt is to be observed that be-

, fore computing the values Va , A2 etç. to the observed values 
of the proper motions the correctiops proposed by Wilson and 
Raymond [®] have been applied.

When the total values which are given at the bottom are
inserted in the different eguations, t|ıe following values are ob- 
tained :

Xı = — 3.8 km/sec. a = — 0.00137 magn/parsec.
X2 = 9.2
Kj = — 7.2

>

>

a = — 0.00069
a = — 0.00083 »a

If the weight of the individuai Solutions for a is taken to be 
proportional to the numerical values of Aj, A2 and A3 the 
weighted mean value of a appears to be

a — — 0.00077 m^gn/parsec.
and using this latter value of a the components of the space 
velocity are found to be:
Xı = — 3.2 Km/sec ; X2 = 4- 8.1 Km/sec ; X3 = — 8.0 Km/sec.

The value obtained for a is not impossible but seems to be
too large. On the other hand the values which are obtained for 
the components of the space velocity are decidedly too small. 
This suggests that a correction may have to be applied to the 
zero point of the absolute magnitudes which have spectrosco- 
pically been determined. If thiş correction iş the speç-
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troscopic distance before and y' the spectroscopic distance be- 
fore and y' the spectroscopic distance after correction we would 
have AM = 5 log yly', so that the ratio y'ly is a constant.

§ 5. Evalution of the ratio y'ly

The second set of the equations (5) could now be written :

[Vâ]y/^-[l]X2-[A2]at,'Vy'

[AaV:] //y- IAJ X2 - [A?]

(6)

(7)

and when X2 is eliminated between (6) and (7) the resulting 
equation is ef the form :

y^
(8)

and even a small correction to be applied to the scale of ab-
solute magnitudes will have a considerable inflüence on the
numerical value of a which is obtained.

When next the value of a as obtained from (8) is inserted
in (6) it is evident that the value of X3 is purely linear in y'/y 
Therefore if >s the correct value of the velocity component, 
obtained by using the correct value of the distance y' we also 
have 1^2= y'ly. In the same way we find X^'l\^ —y'/y.

Therefore if the ratios X27X and X37X 
the value of a can be further improved.

can be determined

If we had to deal with a large number of stars chosen at
random, the true values ®nd X3' would be equai to the
components of the solar velocity in the directions of a and §.
With the group of stars 
not been an at random

considered here the choice certainly has 
One.

We have therefore adopted a space velocity of the group of
20 km/sec. in the direction of the apparent Apex at A = 103' 
and D = — 36°, the coordinates given by Smart

[O

The corresponding values of X2' and appear to be
^2 == + 13.9 and X3' — — 13.8. The resulting values 
y'ly = 1.53 and y'/y = 1.92.

are

For the present we will adopt the mean 
Next för the çorrected value of a vre find :

value y'ly == 1.72
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1 
\J2

a i xo.oo0?7 -= -- ««a»

It is evîdent that the value {9) di>es ısot have the characfcer 
of an aecan^ determina^etn. Eor aa aoeande determinatic® of 
hotfa y'lg aıaA a nunibers of stars «sed here are aho^pether 
iasufficient.

If wa «rite:

m « 10= M 4- 5 log^ e®»' M -h 5 4- a 

we readily find

a iy) ~ X 0.000266 log e = — 0.00058

In the usual relation

m M + 5 İ08r ~+a (r)10
this correspon^s to

® ('■) = 0.00103 taagnfp&rseç.

It is therefpre apparent that the use of the spectroscopic 
parallaxes may lead to accurate esiimates pf the absorption, 
provided that sufficiently large numbers of ştars are available 
to enable the determination of the numerica) value g'jy-

Judging frpm the present estimate y'/ü =? 1.72 the correction 
to be applied to the zero point of the scale of spectroşcopically 
determined absolute magnitude shoıİld be AM = — 1'2. This 
correction is fairly large, but is not who)ly pnacceptâble.

§ 6< Distances and absolute magnitudes

Using the results of the preceding seetions, the true distance 
of the stars iş found to be

r = 1.72^^(1—0.00058X1.72 1/) = (1—0.00058 ı/')
while the absolute magnitude is equal to

M = m — 5 4" 0.00058 y'

(10)

In table 2 the resulting values of the parallax and of the 
absolute magnitudes are compared with those previously obtai-
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ned by other authors. In this table the stars are arranged in 
the same order as in table 1. The columns Ş!, 3 and 4 give the 
parallax computed from the equation (10), the spectroscopic pa- 
rallax<taken from the General Gatalogue, and the parallax cal- 
culated by Smart (Lc) respectively. The, next three columns 
give the absolute magnitude as obtained from the equation (11), 
the absolute magnitude as calculated by Smart and the spectral 
type respectively. As is apparent from the table, the absolute 
magnitudes obtained by the present method are smaller than
those obtained by Smart. That is to say, 
assigned to the different stars.

a higher luminosity is

Only to a small extent can this difference be ascribed to 
the fact that. jn the paper by Smart the influence of absorption 
has been neglected. The main reason for this difference is that 
the present method leads to smaller values of parallax. Our
impression is that on the whole 
slightly too bright.

our absolute magnitudes are

The main weakness in the present paper is the uncertainty 
in the determination of the ratio y'ly = = Kg'/Kg.

For Kg' and Kg' the “true„ values of the components of the 
space velocities rather arbitrary selected values had to be used. 
If for the mean space velocity of the ğrOup a smaller value is 
adopted, the values öf the absolute magnitudes are reduced, but 
such a smaller value of the space velocity canhot be reconciled 

,,with the results obtained by Smart.
For the present we can only conciude that accörding to the 

.method used in this paper either the âbsölute magnitude of the 
stars in the Perseus group is higher than estimaİed by Smart or 
that the mean space velocity is smaller than the value found 
by him.
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Table II. Comparison of parallaxes and absolute magnitudes

No.
TC 

(’ÜJİ)
^sp 

(".00i) M Type

15
25

2
48

3
6

11
12
14

16
37
36
39

1
4
5
7
9
8

18
21
23
26
31
17
13
45
10

3 
3
4 
4
4
4
4
4
4
4 
4
4
4 
4
4 
b
6 
5
6
5
6 
6
7
1
1
8 
8
3

4
4
5
6
6
6
6 
0
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
9

11
11
11
13
18
15

4
5
8
7
1
7
6
1
8
8
1
6
6
9
6
7
7
7
8
7
9

12
8
8

10
7

14
9

—2.5 
—2 2 
— 1.6 
-2.0 
-1.6 
—1.8 
—4.1 
—2.2 
-2.0 
—1.6 
—1 6 
-1.6 
—1.5 
— 1.6 
-1.7 
-1.9 
—2.3 
—0.6 
— 1.6 
-0.8 

—0.9 
—25 
—0.5 
-1.0 
-1.5 
—2.2 
—2.1

—05 
—1.2 
-0.2 
-0 0 
-0.8 
-0.0 
—0.6 
—2.8 
—0.5 
—0.6 
-0.1 
-0.6 
—0.6 
+0.1
—0.8 
—0.8 

-10 
—1.6 
+0.6 
-0.7 
-1-0.3 
+0.8 
-2.0 
—0.2 
-0.1 
—1.6 
-1.0
-2.1

B 3 
B 3
B 3 
B 5
B 3 
B 5
B 5 
B 1
B 3
B 8 
B S
B 8 
B 9
B 5 
B 3
B 3 
B 5
B 9
B 9 
B 9
B 9 
B 8
B 3
B 5 
B 8
B 3p 
B 3
B 5
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